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Join Curious George on an adventure around town.Â Each full-to-burstingÂ scene represents a

favorite spot in the neighborhood,Â from theÂ playground to theÂ library to a hopping farmer&#39;s

market! Jaunty rhymes introduce each invitingÂ location and list the objects readers can find:Â "Find

a stroller, find a doll / Sandbox shovel, soccer ball / Bird nest nestled in a tree / Now, that

monkey,Â where is he? / Where is George?"Â The colorful 10 x 10 cardstock pages will hold up to

years of enthusiastic exploration!For more monkey fun, investigate www.curiousgeorge.com and

discover all the latest on Curious George, books, promotions, games, activities, and more.
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My 2.5 year old loves curious George and these look and find books. I like that it has a small story

on each page with a few items to find. You can then have your child find items that you name off.

That's my daughters favorite part. There are many pages so typically we read one book then we

look at 3 or so pages from this (we look at this book twice a day... I can't do every page 2x a day!

It's too repetitive! Lol) it's a really fun learning tool.

This book was delivered in record time even though I requested "no rush" service. My 3 year old

grandson loves it! In addition to finding George on each page, there is a lot to see and discuss with



your toddler - I highly recommend the book.

Great book for my two and a half and three and a half year old! They love reading this book at bed

time over and over again even though they practically have it memorized. Easy enough to make it

more challenging by asking them about other items not listed in the find boxes.

Very cute! My daughter adores this page and loves looking for George. She also likes looking for

random things on the pages:) I wish it came in a board edition so my daughter could look at it on her

own.Great book!

Our girls LOVE George and love find the picture games. This book was waaaay easy. The 5 and 3

year old breezed through in no time flat-- even the just turned 2 year old could find the hidden

pictures SUPER fast. Our girls usually enjoy repeating books and activities even when they know

the outcome or answers... but this one was so simple that I never see them picking it up after the

first two times.

Curious George is off on a new adventure. This time he needs your help to seek items hidden with

in the pictures of the story. Each two spread page layout finds him in a new part of town with new

objects to seek! The heavy cardstock type pages should hold up well to heavy library use. We

recommend this to children that love the hidden picture type books.

My daughter has always liked look and find books. This book stands out from other "Look and Find"

books because it is well written and very enjoyable to read to a young child.

Great interactive book to read with your preschooler. I have to cover up the items to look for on each

page because my daughter never wants to wait until I get to that part of the reading. :)
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